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Abstract - Abstract- This paper describes and exemplifies an application of a Structured Exam Questions Test
Bank and Evaluation Using Modified Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) Algorithm, a software system
developed in pursuit of robust computerized marking of free-text answers to open-ended questions. It employs the
Information System Development Research Methodology with modified BLEU Algorithm and Expert System for
similar words. The system was developed to facilitate in managing and administrating structured questions for
client/server architecture based on intranet. The system incorporates a number of processing modules specifically
aim at providing an automated marking to reduce spelling errors, calculating scores, managing and administrating
an exam. The system was trial-run by a group of students and lecturers, and modifications particularly on the
interface have been modified and implemented. Problems and limitations discovered were then discussed and
recommendations made to overcome the limitations for the future development of the research.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Assessing students’ answers is a very time-consuming activity that makes teachers cut down the time they can
devote to other duties. Assessment is considered to play a central role in the educational process, Most of the
existing education courses rely on objective testing exercises, such as Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) or fill-inthe-blank items. However, in order to fully assess the students' learning progress, these should be complemented
with open-ended questions [1]. It has been noted that assessment based only in multiple -choice, fill-in-the-blank or
yes/no questions is not accurate enough to measure the amount of knowledge the students have acquired, or whether
they have understood the subject, Therefore, the field called Computer-Assisted Assessment (CAA) of open-ended
questions has been created to study how the computer can be used to automatically assess students' free-text
answers. However, evaluating free-text answers automatically is not a trivial task to tackle, as it requires some
degree of natural-language understanding of the students’ answers. A classification of these techniques with
examples of existing systems that use them is given in [2]. The original BLEU Algorithm was introduced by [3] for
evaluating the performance of machine translation system. In 2005, [4] proposed a modified BLEU Algorithm by
not penalizing brevity and improved performance when compared with the unmodified BLEU Algorithm and a
dump baseline.
The most highly valued activity for a lecturer is to teach but assessing students’ answers is a very timeconsuming activity that makes lecturer reduces the time they can devote to other duties. In some cases, they may
even have to reduce the number of assignments given to their students due to lack of time for marking. In other case,
when the number of student increases, the marking load also increases.
In reality, an exam question comprises of multiple choices questions and/or essays questions. To mark multiple
choices exam is an easy task. However, marking structured and essays question consume more time than marking
multiple choices questions. System for marking multiple choices exams are quite easy to develop, however marking
structured or essay question can be very difficult to develop. Since not many systems are available to cater for
structured/essay exam question, this research attempts to build such a system based on modified BLEU algorithm.
Specifically, this study aims to automate text evaluation using modified BLEU algorithm for structured questions
and answers. In addition, the study also aims to integrate modified BLEU algorithm that incorporates expert system
into text evaluation engine.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II covers related work in text evaluation. The methodology
of the study is presented in Section III. Results of the study is described in Section IV, followed by the conclusion of
the study (Section V).
II. AUTOMATED TEXT EVALUATION
Several automated text evaluations have been used in evaluating free text answers with increasingly better results
such as Information Extraction (IE), Natural Language Processing (NLP), Statistical Lexical Relationships (SLR),
Anaphora Resolution (AR), Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), Text Categorization Techniques (TCT) and Bilingual
Evaluation Understudy Algorithm (BLEU). The pioneer in the field of CAA of free text answers was [5] with the
Project Essay Grader (PEG) aims to improve the assessment process. The Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA)
developed at the Colorado University in USA primarily focuses on the content based on Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) [6]. Another system known as Intelli Metric was developed by the American company Vantage Learning
Technologies used an Artificial Intelligence approach to assess both the style and the content of free text answers
[7]. To overcome the weaknesses of E-rater [8] the paraphrase recognizer C-rater was developed [9]. Since 1999,
Educational Testing Service (ETS) from United States started to use E-rater in the GMAT exam. Two years later,
ETS started the Criterion project [10] whose back-end is E-rater.
Another research lines were those initiated by [11] whose system was based on text categorization techniques
(TCT), text complexity features, and linear regression methods. For example, IEMS was developed based on the
Indextron technique [12] while SEAR (Schema Extract Analyze and Report) provides automated marking of the
essay content and essay that is based on pattern-matching techniques [13]. IEMS was developed by [14], based on
the Indextron technique. [15] created Apex Assessor that similar to IEA [6] is also underpinned by LSA.
In 2001, [16] from the University of Portsmouth (UK) followed another research line that led them to the
Automated Text Marker (ATM). ATM looks for concepts in the text, and their dependencies, to finally give two
independent scores, one for the style and another for the content. Automark was also developed by [17] that employs
NLP techniques to perform an intelligent search of free text responses according to predefined computerized mark
scheme answers. Another point of view is the given by [18] that created their Bayesian Essay Test Scoring SYstem
(BETSY based on statistical analyses.
[19] and [20] developed the TANGOW (Task-based Adaptive learner Guidance on the Web) system, which
supports the specification and dynamic generation of adaptive web-based courses, so that the course components are
tailored to each student at runtime. It is based on n-gram co-occurrence metrics which allow the system to perform a
vocabulary analysis and to study how similar student and teacher answers are. In 2002, the Paperless school free
text marking engine (PS-ME) appeared, developed by [21], in which all the Bloom’s taxonomy competencies [22]
are covered and the answers are processed using NLP techniques. In 2003, two new systems came into view: Automarking, created by [23] is based on NLP techniques and pattern matching; and CarmelTC, proposed by [24]
assesses students’s writing with machine learning classification methods and a naive Bayesian classification.
Automated writing evaluation (AWAE) appears to complement instructor’s input to provide immediate scoring
and qualitative feedback about students’ writing development or answers. When integrated with Criterion software
developed by ETS, the findings reveal that both instructors and students gain advantage from AWE. The Criterion
enables the instructors to determine students’ writing needs while students revise their papers to obtain higher score.
Automated Essay Evaluation (AEE) and Automated Essay Scoring (AES) systems [25] are being increasingly
adopted in the United States to support writing instructions [26]. Earlier related research [27] [28] indicates that
users increase their writing motivation. In line with Wilson and Czik’s findings, AEE enable the teachers to focus on
higher-level writing skills, while increasing student’s writing motivation and writing quality.
It is important to highlight that the aim of the research is not to get instructors to do less work, but to get students
to write. In fact, students are given the possibility of being assessed more times (the computer does not get tired) and
of receiving a more detailed feedback (the computer can perform more complex analyses than any human being),
without trying to substitute teachers’ skills such as evaluating general personal opinions or creative writing, and
giving always the teachers’ criteria the maximum priority [2] [29]. [30] incorporates ROUGE to determine the
correlation between the manual and automated evaluations of care episodes from electronic health record. There is
high correlation between the manual and automated evaluations suggests that the less labour-intensive automated
evaluations can be used as a proxy for human evaluations when developing summarization methods.
In the field of CAA, automated processing of free-text material received from students is becoming a necessity.
The range of such material may run from single sentences to whole essays. Even as seemingly small a problem as
student answers to open-ended questions poses a variety of serious Natural Language Processing (NLP) challenges.
It calls for different approaches, depending on the didactic purpose of the exercises. This, in turn, affects the nature
of the textual material that can be submitted to automated assessment [31] [29] [25].
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III. METHODOLOGY
In this research, the general research methodology is adopted from [32]). In the development phase, was
implemented the expert system was incorporated with BLEU Algorithm in dealing with similar words that occur in
the exam question and the answer. The system development life cycle (SDLC) is an organized set activities that
guide those involved through the development of an information system shown in Figure 1 illustrates the steps using
ISDRM for creating Structures Exam Question Test Bank and Evaluation.
Construct a conceptual framework
Develop system architecture
Analyze design the system

Modify BLUE Algorithm

Expert system for similar words

Build (prototype) system
Observe an evaluate the system
Figure 1. Information System Development Research Methodology

The system architecture for the Student and Lecturers are illustrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3. For student’s answers
evaluation, the modified BLEU Algorithm is utilized and this algorithm is described in detail in the following
subsection.

Figure 2. System Architecture for Lecturers

Figure 3. System Architecture for Student

From [3], the original BLEU algorithm is written as in equation (1).
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(1)
A weighted geometric mean is given by equation (2).
(2)
Where the weight w is typically kept constant for all i (w =1/N for all i).
i

i

The brevity penalty is given by equation (3).
(3)
Hence, the overall score can be written as equation (4).
(4)
Following [4], the modified BLEU Algorithm can be written in the Procedure as follows:
si = si + (1 / n)
marke_student_q = mark_te * si
total_te = mark_te + total_te
total_st = total_st + marke_student_q
In addition, Expert system is also integrated with BLEU Algorithm to cater for similar processing.
A. Expert System for Similar Wards
In the reference answer, the lecturers use specific words, however the student may use different words that
have the same meaning. To cater for this problem, a Rule Based System for Similar Words is consulted for similar
word. The probability allocated by the expert to similar words ranging from 0.1 to 1.00. Figure 4 shows the system
Architecture for similar words.

Marking Engine
(BLEU)
Knowledge Base

Inference
Engine

System
Interface
Expert (Lecturer)

Knowledge
Acquisition
Figure 4. Expert System for Similar Words Architecture

B. Knowledge Base
The knowledge base of the system contains ten parts of the probabilities values that correspond with the stored
synonym for each word in the reference answers. For demonstration purposes, the Knowledge Base implementation
for similar words is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. An Example of Knowledge Base implementation

C. Inference Engine
The engine obtained is processed through simple filters that eliminate common words, prepositions,
conjunctions and the like. Next, the engine determines key words by successively taking words in the sentence and
Searching for it in the keywords and synonyms database. If a word is found in the database, the search is continued
in case another one exists in the reference answer. Otherwise, a new word is added to the system by entering a
learning mode which allows the lecturers to enter synonyms to existing database.
In assessing student's answer, the engine compares keywords in the sentence of student answer with key words
in reference answer and synonyms available in the database. Hence, if n is the synonym of the word m, which is
input from the Student answer, n is checked against a list of synonyms. Each synonym has percentage values
between 0.1 to 1 (inclusive) to show the similarities between word and synonyms. The coding for implementing
Procedure for Inference Engine is shown below.
Procedure for Inference Engine:
st = RemoveExtraSpaces(Trim(Reference_Answer)) /For removed extra spaces from answer
Reference1() = Split(st, " ")
/For cut the answer to keyword
For i = 0 To UBound(Reference1)
/Put each keyword into combo like array
Combo5.AddItem Reference1(i)
Next i
For i = 0 To Combo5.ListCount – 1 /For filter each keyword by removed closed-class
Combo5.ListIndex = I
/ words and naïve Word
test_filter = False
filter_finel (Combo5.Text)
Next
For i = 0 To Combo6.ListCount - 1
Combo6.ListIndex = i
s3 = "select * from synonyms"
/ For searching for keyword in database (Knowledge Base)
s3 = s3 & " where Original_Word='" & Trim(key_word) & "'"
Next
D. User Interface
The user interface allows the Lecturer to enter synonyms for new word, the table is then displayed the probability
allocated by the expert to similar words ranging from 0.1 to 1.00. Figure 6 shows Expert System interface for similar
words.

Similar word entered
by lecturer (expert)

Figure 6. Expert system Interface
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IV. RESULTS
The System was developed as a windows-based system that utilizes objects in Visual Basic (VB) for
graphical user interface (GUI) construction. MS Access 2002 is selected as the Database Management System
(DBMS) of DB system because it is simple and provides handy supports through its help document like many other
windows applications, the system uses forms for input and produces output in the form of Reports using special
functions in VB. However, the output that does not need to be printed out can be displayed with forms. For its
interface design, the system uses several conventions. For example, to prevent too many objects, such as Textboxes,
labels, comboBoxes, and others. Frames are used to separate the objects into pages to provide a clearer view as
well as avoiding overcrowding. Users can navigate from page to page to carry out their work. Each button is
assigned with pieces of code, called Event procedure within form module or User Defined function within Class
Module using VB.
The proposed system was developed by integrating several modules as shown in Figure 7.
Login

Sub-menu for
Administrator

Lecturer
Registration

Student
Registration

Sub-menu for
Lecturer

Backup and
Restore data

New
Semester

Exam
Questions

Sub-menu for
student

Exam

Expert system
for similar words

Exam
Management

Report

Report

Figure 7. Hierarchy of interfaces within the overall system

A. Exam Questions
As the main objective of the study is to integrate modified BLEU Algorithm with Structured Exam Questions Test
Bank and Evaluation System, it is necessary to create exam questions into the DB. To demonstrate how lecturers can
add exam questions into question text bank, a snapshot of the interface for adding, modifying and deleting exam
question is shown in Figure 8.

Text box for
enter question

Text box for enter
reference answer

Combo box for
chose question mark

Figure 8. The interface for the add Exam Questions information
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To search for the exam questions, the lecturer can click the search button and the table with list of exam question is
displayed. The lecturer can then choose the questions from the table; the appropriate information is displayed for
further actions. Figure 9 shows the interface for searching Exam Questions information.

Exam question
information it is
Chose
Search Button for
display exam question
table

Exam question
table

Figure 9. The interface for search Exam Questions information

B. Expert System for Similar Words
One of the main modules in the proposed system is expert system that caters for similar words for words that
appear in the reference answers. Once the lecturer clicks the save button after filling in the exam question
information (see Figure 8), the interface for similar words will be displayed (see Figure 10). The system will only
request the user to enter the similar words from the reference answers if the synonyms are not available in the
knowledge base of similar words. If the lecturer is requested to fill in similar words table, each cell represents the
probability values allocated to similar words ranging from 0.1 to 1.00.

Similar word entered
by lecturer (expert)

Figure 10. The screen similar word for each keyword enter by lecture

C. Exam management Interface
The exam management window allows the lectures to add, update and delete exam management information. It also
provides flexibility in assisting the lecturer to allocate time and appropriate questions from each chapter as shown in
Figure 11.

Text box for enter total
Exam Time
Text box for enter total
chapter mark
Combo box for chose
chapter number
Figure 11. The screen for add new exam management information
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D. Student’s User Interface (Exam Interface)
In order to use the system, the student must log in by supplying a valid user name and Password. The student’s user
interface has been designed to show exam questions and view his scores after submitting the examination answers
(Figure 12). The modified BLEU module has been implemented to calculate the student's score. However, before
the final score is displayed to the student, BLEU module will invoke the expert system in order to check for similar
words in the student's answer.

Label for showing
Question Mark
Label for showing
Exam Questions
Text box for enter
Student Answer
Buttons for movement
between Exam Questions

Figure 12. Student’s User Interface (Exam Interface)

Button for submit the
exam answers.

E. Report
The system results are shown in three different reports, Single Student Report, all student Scores report, student
exam answers report. The student results view contains the following information: the points the student has gained
for each questions and is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. The content for Student Scores report

Figure 14 shows the all students' score in the exam and respective grades.

Figure 14. The content for All Students Scores report
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F. System Testing
The system was further tested with real users (30 lecturers and 200 students). Table 2 exhibits the results of
system's evaluation based on some questions on the usage and interface of the system. The overall evaluation of the
system indicates that at least 85% of the lecturers and 90% of the students agreed the developed system has shown
positive impact on the structured questions marking and writing answers correctly. The advancement in on-learning
delivery, automated marking system for non-multiple choices question, the automated marking system for structured
and essay type of questions is almost compulsory so that immediate response in marking is vital for the virtual
students.
Table -2 System's Evaluation
Users

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly Agree

Lecturers

0%

1%

12%

42%

45%

Students

0%

0%

10%

40%

50%

V. CONCLUSION
The proposed system employs modified BLEU Algorithm and Expert System for similar word to mark open-ended
(free-text) responses. It has been designed to facilitate the exam management process, including the students' scores.
The lecturer's time can be devoted for other task. In addition, the examination questions test bank and the students
can easily be stored for future mining purposes. Since the examination process has been carried out by the system,
it is inevitable that such a system can reduce the time for course management, including providing faster feedback to
the students. Moreover, the evaluation of this system has been approved by users who have tested this system. The
system was found to be able to perform functions correctly as described in the earlier section, flexible and easy to
use by the users. Computer-assisted learning can be useful for students, and it is particularly well suited to those
which, because of any reason (e.g. being physically impaired) cannot attend traditional lectures.
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